DECISION SCIENCES INSTITUTE- SOUTHWEST REGION

OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARD
is presented to

Chang-tseh Hsieh

The 2009 SWDSI Outstanding Educator Award recipient is Dr. Chang-tseh Hsieh from
the University of Southern Mississippi. His doctoral degree is from Purdue University.
For over 25 years, Chang-tseh Hsieh has a record of excellence in teaching both
undergraduate and graduate courses in three distinct areas: Management Information
Systems, Production and Operations Management, and Business Forecasting research.
Chang-tseh Hsieh has demonstrated a continued interest in being an excellent teacher as
evidenced by over 150 articles, proceedings, books, and other teaching related research
activities. He has served as members of various education committees at DSI meetings
and regional meetings, and he has been involved in numerous other sessions and panels
aimed at enhancing teaching effectiveness.
Chang-tseh Hsieh has been very effective in linking classroom materials to what
happened in the real world of business with his consulting and MIS management
opportunities. These efforts have made him the recipient of prestigious awards such as
the Summer Teaching Innovation Award at The University of Southern Mississippi in
2000, The Southwest Decision Sciences Institute Instructional Innovation Award in 2001, the
Bellsouth Teaching Excellence Award at the University of Southern Mississippi in 2003,

and has been appointed to the McCarty Distinguished Professor of Management
Information Systems since 2001.
His services to the academy include various committee assignments and session/track chairs for
both Southwest Decision Science Institute and national Decision Sciences Institute, and the
Program chair and President of the American Chinese Management Educators association,
Southwest Decision Institute, and International Information Management Association.
Currently, Dr. Hsieh is the Managing Editor of the Journal of International Technology and
Information Management and is the Editor-in-Chief of two other prestigious journals by
Inderscience Publishers, the International Journal of Electronic Healthcare and the
International Journal of Intercultural Information Management. He is also an active review
board member of several other leading business journals.

